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Date of Hearing:  04-17-2023 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION 

Laura Friedman, Chair 

AB 1464 (Connolly) – As Introduced February 17, 2023 

SUBJECT:  Toll Bridges:  Richmond-San Rafael Bridge 

SUMMARY:  States that if the Bay Area Toll Authority (BATA) and the California Department 

of Transportation (Caltrans) develop a project to open a third lane on the westbound level of the 

Richmond-San Rafael Bridge to motor traffic, specified operations of the bridge be considered.  

Specifically, this bill:   

1) Makes legislative findings and declarations regarding the history of the Richmond-San 

Rafael Bridge and of a planned project to improve traffic flow on the bridge by re-opening a 

third lane to vehicle traffic in the westbound direction.  

2) States that if a project is developed, BATA and Caltrans shall consider doing all of the 

following as part of the project: 

a) Restore the third westbound lane on the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge to motor vehicle 

traffic during the weekday morning commute.  

b) Add a moveable “zipper” barrier to the eastbound level of the Richmond-San Rafael 

Bridge similar to the barrier on the westbound level so that a continuously operated 

bicycle and pedestrian lane and the San Francisco Bay Trail can be maintained. 

c) Operate the moveable zipper barriers on both levels of the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge 

in such a manner so as to allow the most efficient flow of traffic in either direction while 

preserving an open bicycle and pedestrian lane and the San Francisco Bay Trail. 

EXISTING LAW:   

1) Creates the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) as the transportation planning, 

coordinating, and financing agency for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area. 

(Government Code 66500) 

 

2) Creates BATA to administer the base $1 auto toll for the San Francisco Bay Area’s seven 

state-owned toll bridges.  BATA operates under the same board that governs MTC; however, 

they are separate entities.  In 2005, BATA’s responsibilities were expanded to include 

administration of all toll revenues and joint oversight of the toll bridge construction program 

along with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) and the California 

Transportation Commission. Vests with the BATA the responsibility to administer all toll 

revenues from state-owned toll bridges within the geographic jurisdiction of the MTC. 

(Streets and Highways Code 30800) 
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FISCAL EFFECT:  Unknown 

COMMENTS:   

The Richmond-San Rafael Bridge originally opened in 1956 with three lanes of vehicular traffic 

in each direction.  In the 1970s, one lane of the bridge was temporarily closed to allow for an 

aqueduct to transport water to a drought-stricken Marin.  Even though the aqueduct was later 

removed, the bridge mostly operated with two traffic lanes in each direction.  In 2018, a pilot 

project was completed on the eastbound (Marin) side of the bridge to open the third lane of the 

lower deck of the bridge. This project has reduced congestion on the eastbound side of the 

bridge. In 2019, a moveable zipper barrier was added to separate the two westbound traffic lanes 

on the upper deck from a new bicycle/ pedestrian path as shown in the figure below.  

 

 
 

The project was a joint effort between many transportation agencies.  Specifically, BATA 

provided funding for both the Richmond-to-San Rafael bike/pedestrian path and the third peak-

period traffic lane from San Rafael to Richmond. Caltrans owns and operates the state highway 

system, including the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge. Contra Costa Transportation Authority was 

formed by Contra Costa County voters in 1988 to manage the county’s transportation sales tax 

program and to oversee county transportation planning efforts. The Transportation Authority of 

Marin (TAM), which administers the expenditure plans for Marin County’s transportation sales 

tax and its $10 Measure B vehicle registration fee, serves as the county’s congestion 

management agency and coordinates funding for transportation projects and programs 

throughout Marin County. 

 

The TAM completed a study in 2021 of the Richmond San Rafael Bridge improvements and 

assessed the potential impacts of a future third traffic lane on the upper deck of the bridge in  

weekday morning peak hours. The study found: The addition of the third travel lane will cost 

approximately $70–90 million; motorists on “northbound US 101 would have a peak hour time 

savings of 11 minutes” by 2025; southbound motorists, meanwhile, “would have an increased 

peak hour delay of three minutes”; westbound connectivity to certain local streets would need to 
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be eliminated; and MTC/ BATA expressed concern that the part-time third lane may induce 

westbound travel demand, in conflict with the goals to drive mode shift. 

 

The study also noted that morning congestion continues to exist westbound approaching the 

bridge on the Richmond side. TAM, BATA, Caltrans and the Contra Costa Transportation 

Authority (CCTA) have been investigating the feasibility of a similar part-time travel lane 

project westbound, as was implemented eastbound, to reduce congestion. BATA, in conjunction 

with Caltrans, was tasked to study if the Bridge could structurally accommodate the extra load, 

while TAM was asked to look at potential traffic impacts. The TAM Board authorized the 

increase in budget utilizing the team already on board for the US-101 to I-580 Direct Connector 

Project to complete the traffic study.  

 

In addition, Caltrans completed a separate study in June 2022 which found that opening of the 

eastbound shoulder to traffic has significantly reduced travel times and incidents in Marin 

County through the elimination of the congestion that used to affect the bridge’s I-580 East 

approach. In terms of usage, between 150 and 300 cyclists are seen using the upper path in each 

direction on weekend days, and between 50 and 75 cyclists on weekdays. Pedestrian traffic is 

usually very low, at less than 25 individuals per day. While the addition of the path on the upper 

deck has slightly decreased peak bridge capacity and increased travel time variability on the 

Richmond approach, congestion on the approach remains close to historical averages. Some 

slight impacts were also found on incident response and maintenance activities. A user survey 

shows a positive perception of the path by cyclists, but a more negative view from motorists. 

 

This bill does not require a project to be undertaken, but instead states that “if” Caltrans and 

BATA develop a project to open the third, westbound lane of the bridge to vehicles that it 

consider (1) adding a moveable zipper barrier so that a continuously operating bicycle and 

pedestrian lane and access to the San Francisco Bay Trail can be maintained and (2) operating 

the moveable zippers on both levels of the bridge in ways to maintain the most efficient flow of 

traffic and preserve a bicycle and pedestrian lane.  

 

Moveable zipper barriers have been in operation on various bridges for decades. They are often 

used in construction work zones to reduce injury accidents and to mitigate traffic congestion in 

the work zone. These barriers can also be used to increase road capacity without new 

construction by identifying existing traffic patterns and where the road can be reconfigured 

throughout the day to give the maximum number of lanes to peak traffic at all times. Unlike the 

use of plastic delineation and overhead lights to channel drivers into a new lane configuration, 

causing driver confusion and head-on accidents, a moveable barrier can be quickly reconfigured 

in live traffic to mitigate congestion, while providing positive barrier protection between 

opposing lanes of traffic. The Golden Gate Bridge had one installed in 2015.  

 

According to the author, “Each workday, approximately 80,000 Bay Area residents cross the 

Richmond San Rafael Bridge in their passenger vehicles. During the morning commute, 63 

percent are people of color and the majority of these drivers make less than Bay Area’s median 

income. Assembly Bill 1464 declares that, in the interest of social justice, environmental justice, 

improving traffic flow, maximizing existing resources, reducing greenhouse gases, and reducing 

the environmental impacts resulting from traffic backup on the westbound Richmond-San Rafael 

Bridge approach, the Department of Transportation and the Bay Area Toll Authority should 

consider reopening the third westbound lane on the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge to motor 
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vehicle traffic in a manner that considers expanding multimodal transportation, preserving 

pathways for bicyclists, and reducing localized greenhouse gas emissions.”   

 

Committee comments: 

Current law prohibits the Legislature from making specific appropriations for specific 

transportation improvement projects and enacting legislation that contains specific individual 

transportation projects. This bill circumvents that limitation by being permissive and directing 

Caltrans and BATA to consider specific things as part of the project if they were to develop a 

project to open the third lane on the westbound level of the bridge. However, it is unclear if such 

a project is moving forward.   

This bill attempts to make the case that reopening the third westbound lane on the Richmond-San 

Rafael Bridge would reduce congestion. However, studies of induced demand and transportation 

planning have found that increasing roadway traffic capacity actually increases traffic and does 

not address congestion over the long term.  Therefore, it is unlikely that this bill would provide 

the benefits the author seeks of improving traffic flow, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and 

reducing environmental impacts.  

As this bill moves through the legislative process, it will be important to ensure that it is not 

worded in a way that would predetermine the outcome of an environmental impact report (EIR). 

Typically, the goal of an EIR process is to evaluate project alternatives with the aim of avoiding 

or minimizing impacts to the environment.  Most lead agencies are careful to complete this 

process before beginning design work.  One advantage for doing so is to avoid inviting a legal 

challenge that the EIR is inadequate because the outcome was pre-determined and therefore 

biased.  This bill requires the consideration of operating the bridge and the moveable barrier in 

specific ways as part of the project.  

Previous legislation: 

AB 157 (Levine), Chapter 393, Statutes of 2015 requires environmental review to be completed 

concurrent with design work for a project to open a third lane in each direction on the Richmond-

San Rafael Bridge, under certain conditions.  

 

AB 9 (Levine) 1st Ext, 2015 died at the desk and was never referred, possibly because it was a 

project specific bill. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION: 

Support 

Bay Area Council 

North Bay Leadership Council 

Opposition 

None on file 

Analysis Prepared by: Farra Bracht/ TRANS. / (916) 319-2093 


